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ABSTRACT

A Y.TMENr A

ri. The room temperature transmittance and front reflectance of mid- and near-infrared radiation

IO ( 0O-15.000 cn - ) by thin PIti /A1,0, cermet films prepared by electron beam evaporation onto

;apphire substrates were measure't using a Fourier transform spectrometer. The high value of the dc

prcrolation t hreshold f, (1.5)<f,-<11.5!)) for the Pt/Al 2 0 3 systerm is evidence for correlations in the

positions of the particles lhat can hbe described by coated-grain topologies. The data were compared

with the predictions of Five ,ffectiwv inedinuri models, which feature different microstructural topologies.
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arid values of f-. Published (ilata on the dielectric functions of thle component materials were used in

tie rModeling. Thie \laxwell-CGarnetL arid lBruggernan models do riot describe tile dlata adequately.A

>irrpiified version Of a' rllodel bY Slierig (f, O.4335) provides an imrvd escription. The best

agreemnent is achieved for two models with adjustable. high values of fG. We conclude that an effective

mrediuim theory is able to describe thle infrared optical properties of a cermet system over a wide range

of composition if proper accounit is taken of both the microstructure anid the value of 17-



I. INTRODUCTION

Effective nedium theories I are commonly used to model tle optical properties of granular

composite materials such as ermet films " - 19 . If one considers a two-component metal-insulator

composite material over the complete range of composition, a characteristic parameter relevant to both

the electrical and optical properties is the percolation threshold. fc. If f is the volume fraction of the

metallic component imbedded in a perfectly insulating host, f, indicates tile onset of electrical

conduction. Sufficiently close to fG, the quasistatic approximation that underlies the effective medium

approach brpz;ks down , the mean cluster size exceeds the wavelength 2 ° . In this region of

composition, recent theories based on scaling are applicable 2 -2 6 . In this work, we d not focus on the

region near fG; rather, we are concerned with a broad range of composition. The role of the

microstructurc especially the topology of the material at the microscopic level, in determining the

2,12
effective optical properties of composite materials has been demonstrated . For example, Gibson, et

al. ' , applied a simplified version of a model introduced by Sheng 2 7 , which was based on ideas

concerning the growth of cermet films, to successfully account for the optical properties of their

samples.

in this paper, we present room temperature transmittance and reflectance data on thin

granular Pt/AIO 3 cermet films that were deposited on crystalline sapphire substrates. The set of

samples covers a broad range of composition. This system possesses a relatively high value of f , which

is indicative of a coated grain topology. The data are compared with five effective medium theories

that describe different microstructural morphologies and feature different values of f,. Published

optical data on the component materia's arc uscd in thc itiudciiag. The best agreement between theory

and experiment is provided by theories with adjustable high values of f. The differences in predicted

optical properties of effective medium theories with the same f, are associated with the microstructure.

Section HI discusses tile effective medium theories used in this paper. The Maxwell-Garnett 28 ,
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Bruggeman 2 9 , and Sheng' 7 effective medium theories are reviewed. Two effective medium theories

with adjustable values of f, are introduced. The value of f, is set by specifying composition dependent

fractions for the basic cells that describe the microscopic topology of the medium. One of these models

is based on the model of Mantese, et al.3 0 , for the dc conductivity of the same Pt/AI20 3 films under

consideration here. The other model represents a different microstructural topology. The effects of

particle correlations are included in both models. The effective medium theories are compared for the

case of the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric function for a Drude

metal in a perfect insulator. The effecive medium theories that are based on rather complex basic cells

predict a plethora of structure in the optical properties. Section III discusses the experimental work. A

brief account given earlier3 1 . Section IV contains the comparison between the five effective medium

theories and the data. Section V summarizes the results.

II. THEORY

In the effective medium approach, the microscopically inhomogeneous composite material is

modeled by a complex frequency dependent homogeneous dielectric function. This approach is valid if

the quasistatic approximation applies: i.e.. if the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation in all of

the component materials is much greater than the grain sizes and cluster sizes. The results of

electrostatics are used to match the fields at the boundaries. A set of basic unit cells, usually with

spherical symmetry, is chosen based on the microstructure of the composite material. Self consistency

is achieved 32 by demanding that there be no additional scattering when the basic cells are imbedded in

the effective medium. For spheres in three dimensions, this condition is

N _ 0)
1 - (1)

i*1 +



where p, is the probability that a cell is of the ith type, ci is its effective dielectric function, i=C+iC'

is the cnmplex frequency dependent dielectric function af the effective medium, and N is the number of

distinct basic cells. In general, p, cal depend on the composition. For example, for a two-component

metal-insulator composite with metallic volume fraction f, p =pi(f). The choice of basic cells should

be based on an understanding of the microstructural morphology of the composite material. The

importance of microstructure in determining the effective optical constants of composite materials has

been demonstrated experimentally* ' 1 2 . In addition, it is thought that Lile region of the complex plane

accessible to I by the Milton-Bergman bounds 3 -3 4 is related to the possible microstructures2 4 .

In this section we discuss the five effective medium theories that we later compare with our

data on Pt/AIO 3 cermet films. The associated basic, cells are shown schematically in Figure 1. Note

that the number of basic cells need not be the same as the r:umber of component materials. For each

model, we discuss the behavior of I"(.zf), the dissipative part of I, for a two-component composite

material consisting of Drude metal imbedded in an insulating host. The Drude dielectric function is

,-+(1- ) (2)

where , is the circular frequency. ,;p is the plasma frequency, r is the relaxation time. and c, takes

core polarization into account. For the calculations, we choose :;p=10,000 cm - 1 ( =.'=/2-,rc is the

frequency in wavenurabers), (2,'rcr7)-= 10 cm - 1, and c=1. For the insulating host, ch=2.0.

Although the optical properties of the component materials are simple, surprisingly complex structure

is predicted by some of the effective medium theories.

A. Maxwell-Garnett Model

The Maxwell-G(,. ,,_2 , 'A.i, i I: dileiectric fuCtl'n, ,i, be obtained iv inserting the
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dielectric function for a dielectric-coated metal sphere3 s , , into Eq. 1. The result is

2(1-f)ch+(1 +2f), (1)

There is no percolation threshold associated with this model, due to the coated metallic grain topology.

For the MG model to apply to a composite with large metallic content it is clear that the particles

must be highly correlated. Fig. 2 shows C"(w;f). The sharp plasma resonance, with frequency

.,= /(2ch+,,),p in the low f limit, shows a redshift and broadens with increasing f. One cani also

derive a reversed MG model based on a metal-coated dielectric sphere as the basic cell.

1B. Bruggeman Model

The Bruggeman model 29 , sometimes called "the effective medium theory," is obtained by

choosing spherical basic cells of each component material for Eq. 1. The quadratic equation

f( Cm - ) + (1 - f)( h - f ) 0( 5
c-+2E + ch+2E - (5)

must be solved. The correct solution is the one with positive C, corresponding to dissipation. Eq. 5 is

symmetric in the component materials. The percolation threshold is f,=!. Figure 3 shows that the

sphere resonance associated with an isolated metallic particle is broadened into an "impurity band 3 6"

even at low f. This band broadens and its peak is redshifted with increasing f. A nonzero value of C'

at zero frequency associated with nonzero dc electrical conductivity is obtained for f>f,. Above f,, the

Iimpir;ty band" narrows and approaches the frequency of the dielectric "void" resonance,

- _2c,/(2c,+c,).,)p , corresponding to a dielectric surrounded by metal, as f approaches unity.
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C. Sheng Model

Sheng2 7 introduced a probabilistic growth model for cermet films. We make use of a

simplified version of the model that was introduced by Gibson, et al.. The basic cells are dielectric-

coated metai (c,) 6ad mnta!-coated dielectric (c2) spheres, each having the composition of the

composite material. The dielectric function is obtained by solving

P+(2m + P2(2-)l = 0, (6)

where cl and c, are identical to i for the MG model and reversed MG model. respectively. The

probabilities Pt and p2 are determined by a free volume argument. p , is proportional to the number of

possible configurations of a metal sphere of radius r within a larger dielectric sphere ,)f radius I

Assuming that all configurations are equally probable, p,-(1-r/R) 3 Since f=(r/R) 3,

1- /3)3

Pm = f(l 1_f )3 + (1_(lf)/ 3 )3] (7)

and p,=l-p. The percolation threshold is obtained from the equation for the effective dc

conductivi!y,

piCI )+ P0"a = 0. )(f1 +25; cr+2F

Since rri=0, we obtain F=0 for f<f, and

=(1--pz)o (9)

-- -, -,-.,,-. .- , i nI ~ iII I I I



for ->f,. Setting a=0 in Eq. 9, we obtain

9

p1 (f:) - (10)

The result is f, 20.455 in three dimensions3 7 .

The rather complex structure in the optical properties of a composite material predicted by

this model is illustrated in Fig. 4. At low f, we see the sphere resonance associated with the dielectric-

coated metal sphere, which dominates at low f. The plot for f=.20 shows additional resonances, near

.;=O) and . These resonances are associated with the metal-coated dielectric sphere, imbedded in

an insulating effective medium (f<f,). The "impurity band" structure at intermediate compositions is

far more complex here, so that it is difficult to interpret in detail. The appearance of a peak at .ero

frequency corresponds to the onset of dc conduction. At large f (near 1), the dielectric void resonance

associated with the metal-coated dielectric sphere appears. To the best of our knowledge, most of the

predicted structure in the optical properties has not yet been observed experimentally.

D. Modified Mantese-Curtin-Webb Model

Mantese, et a/.30 . introduced a model for the composition dependence of the room temperature

dc resistivity of Pt/A12 0 3 cermet films from the set of samples under study here. The model includes

the contribution of interparticle tunneling, and a principal conclusion of their paper is that tunneling is

required to explain the measured dc electrical conductivity and noise. It is also important that

correlations between the particles are included. This model is not easily generalized to Ftiite

frequencies.

We introduce a model with a similar microstructure and the same composition dependence for

the probability distribution of the basic cells. Mantese. et al., chose p(f)=f2 for the fraction of
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conducting cells in a film with metallic volume fraction f. Note that the basic cells and their

probability distributions may be indepeitdently specified. We -house the basic cells of the simplified

Sheng model, but use PThf)=f 2 . Te percolation threshold obtained from Eq. 10 is fG = 1/4, 2O0.577.

Figure 5 shows the frequency and composition dependence of C' for this model. Not

surprisingy, the qualitative behavior is similar to the Sheng model.

E. Effective Medium with Correlated Particles

We have seen that it is important to consider both the microstructure and the value of f, when

constructing an effective medium theory. For the samples under consideration, tie measured

percolation threshold is high 3
1 (0.5<f7,<.59), so that the particles are correlated. We introduce a new

effective medium thec.7y with a different microstructure than those discussed above.

The percolation thresholds of the BR and Sheng models are too low for the present application.

We introduc- cor;-elations by adding to the basic cells of the BR model a dielectric coated sphere (See

Fig. 1). The metallic fraction ir 'he coated sphere is f, the volume fraction in the material as a whole.

The new model is asymmetric in the components, but apparently so is the Pt/AlO 3 system. The

percolation threshold can be varied over 1/3<f,<1 through the choice of the probability distributions.

We iote that a similar effective medium theory with low percolation thresholds (O<f,<1/3) can be

constructed by choosing a metal-coated dielectric sphere. The dielectric function for this Correlated

Effective Medium Theory (CEMT, is determined by solving

(l-p) f (0-z ( -p)(1I-f)( -0) p(c,-

+ h+ 2  + = 0. (11)

The function p(f) is chosen by ansatz. We choose p(f)=cos(,f/2), where a is an adjustable

parameter. This finction obeys p(O)=l and p(I)=O. The first condition states that the entire
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medium has the coated grain topology, like the MG model, at f=O. The latter condition is required so

that the dc conductivity approaches the bulk value continuously as f approaches unity.

The percolation threshold is determined by solving the equation for the effective conductivity,

similar to Equation 11, under the condition Th= ' =0. The resulting condition is

1 - :[1-p(f')j f - 0. (12)

For our chosen distribution,

Ia ( I - I / ,3I= n(cost T, r / 2))" 13

We choose f, = 1 / 3, for comparison with the modified model of Mantese, et al. 'Thus. a2:1.78.

Figure 6 shows C' for the CEMT. The sharp sphere resonance is observed at small f. At

intermediate f, rather complex behavior associated with "impurity bands" is obse:vd. Near f= 1. the

band associated with the dielectric void resonance is observed.

Ill. EXPERIMENT

The Pt/Al'O 3 granular films38 were prepared by coevaporation of Pt and AlO3 onto single

crystal sapphire wafers in a dual e-beam evaporator with a low base pressure (mid I(0- torr). The

volume fraction of Pt in the films, which ranges from 0.23 to 1.00, was determined by monitoring the

relative deposition rates of the two materials using quartz crystal oscillators inside the evaporation

chamber. The film thicknesses, which were measured with a Dektak surface profilometer. ranged from

1100 A to 2100 A. The orientatiuns of the sapphire substrates, as determined by back reflection Laue

photographs, were about 20* from the ordinary axis. The percolation threshold, as determined by the
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temperature dependence of the dc resistivity, was in the range of 50-59A , Pt by volurmle :  Although no

direct determination of the niicrostructure by electron microscopy has been performed on thest filns.

fhe high value of f.- is a strong indicator of a coated grain topology. lectron micrographs on ceriiet

filris prepared b% the sanie niethod support this conclusion3 9 - 4

ihe room temperature transmittance and relative reflectance data were rieasured using a

Nicolet 710 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer under a nitrogen purge. Tle spectral range

100- 15.000 cm-1 was covered using three combinations of sources, beamsplitters. and detectors. The

range 100-5,000 cm - was covered using a glowbar source. KBr beamsplitter. and DTGS detector.

lie near infrared was covered usinit a tirn ,sten lamp, solid quartz beamsplitter. and roon temperature

PbSe 5.000- 11.000 cm and Si dlode 11.000-15,000 cin - 1) detectors. The resolution was - cm -

for all thtree regions. For the trarisinittance measurements, the -sample in-sample" out method was

used. For the reflectance rneasurerients. the samples were mounted on a Spectra Tech Model 500

variable angle specular reflectomneter. The angle of incidence was set at 5' from the normal. A 100%

Pt film from the set of samples was used as the reflectance reference. The reflectance. ;Ls displayed in

the figures. was obtained by multiplying the reflection ratio by interpolations of tabulated values 4 1 of

Ohe reflectance of Pt. 'hius. we have an estimate of the absolute reflectance of the sample.

The dependence f the 1ransruittance and reflectance of the f=0.23 sarupie on the angle of

rotation about the beam axis were measured to determine if the optical anisotropy of the sapphire

,u bstrate fr, cts the resul ts. [he transmittance varies by about 3-4Zc as the -amnple is rotated

through 360' in 1,5 increments. The reflectance measurements show no such effect. The orientational

dependence of transmittance and reflectance was also studied with the sample placed between crossed

polarizers 2. Four maxinia in transmittance were observed for a 360' rotation.

Yai. and Y,a 1  rea teli problvm of transmission throigh in anisolropi(- ijaterial b-tween

crossed polarizers i-ine J,,ii s calculii, [lie transn itted intensit\ is

I



IY',-) = sin,2 sin (1(2)).

lere t is the angle of rotation about tie beam axis and 1 = (no-n,(O)) d:, 'here n. and ne('9) are

the ordinary and extraordinary radices of refraction, resr",',. 0 is the angle between the beam and

the symmetry axis of the uniaxial crystal, d is *he substrate thickness. and Z is the frequency in

wp.enumbers. Eq. 1-4 predicts four maxima, in agreement with experiment. ',e conclude that

substrate anisotropy is a sufficiently important effect that we cannot reliably convert our data into

pical constants. Thus, we compare the measured transmittance and reflectance directl," with

,oriputed spectra.

IV. RESULTS ANI) DISCUSSION

We test the Five effective medium models by direct comparison with tie measured

transmittance and reflectance of Pt/Al9 03 Films covering a broad range of composition. Theoretical

expressions for the transmittance and reflectance are obtained using the matTix method 4 4 for absorbing

films on an absorbing substrate. Interference eff;- ts are included for the film but neglected for the

'ubstrate. In the course of this work, we rediscovered an interesting interference effect that takes place

when an electromagnetic wave propagat;ng in an absorbing medium is incident on an interface 45 . Due

to this effect, the sum of the transmittance and reflectance, calculated by ratios of Poynting vectors in

the usual fashion do not sum to unity. Of course, when one examines the situation in detail, there is

no violation of conservation of energy.

The calculations require knowledge of the bulk dielectric functions of the component materials.

perhaps modified to account for size-inouced effects. For Pt, Weaver's datall were used down to ,,(}6

to ..A Drude nuodei extrapolation was used for lower frequencies l'he properlivs of granular
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A1,0 host material have been mieasured by Eriksson, et ar~~ ih pia rpriso h rsaln

' aIpiire substrates are hased onl an oscillator Fit to mneasured (data by Barker1 '

Figure 7 shows the rueLsu red t ransmiit!tance for those filmis iii the samlpe set t hat ti ansiriit

infrarcd radi ation aridt the pr~'dic tiolis of tilie five effective meic umi theories. The noise inl tile (data in

thle mriddlec frequency region is (t ie to) the weakness of thle signal, w hich was atten nated severely to

iirnize nonilinearity in lit, P bSe detector response. Somie sharp lines duie to iitiosplieric. absorption

not rnievelni nat ed h~v puirginrg are also evident. [Fle step near 10,000 cii s ain artifact du ie to

hie change in detectors. It is clear that M axwel- Garnett arid Brriggemran models (10 riot p~rovidle a

iod descript ion If ounir dIatm. I'ie roles of iiiicrostructu ral topology aiid values (If fG are imilportanit.

VHic %1G imodel predicts toot much t rarsisrssion. especially at high f, because there is lio percolation.

[iille1lil iliodel predicts insuifficinlt, t ranirnission, since fG is too low. The Slieng model does a better

j I oi. hut the two tiodels withI adjutstable, and hence high, f, are best. W~e feel that thle (details of thle

transrmissionu. as well Ls tle rragnitude, are best described by 'he CEIMT, although the modified model

of MIan tese et al. to is; almirost ;Ls good.

Fi giures S arid 9 provide cornparisonis of the ineiastired reflectance with tilie predictions of thle

effectiv trediuirri theories for a w.idle range of composi tioni Over the complete range of infrared

frequencies. thle twio effect ivf initlurri theories with large I, that include the effect of correlations

lrov lie the best (description., with a slight edge to thle CFMTl. Note that thle dhetails of optical structure

disculsset for a si mple I)r ide mret al iminbeddedl in a nionalbsorhinig host are riot observed. Pt is certainrily

riot a Drude metal, and thle frequency region covered does riot include thle entire interesting regi. on .iii

P't. Figure 9 shows thle low frequency reflectance, where dletails of optic phonions of the iost mraterial

And1( crystaillne sapphire substrate are evident . Notice that the structure (due to the oputic phions is

trua',keti for coniceritrations riIar arid abuove tilie pk-rcolatioii threshold. since the conduicti'~ prop~erties of

he Jrni Ilonrirate. ['lie percolation threshold estimnatedi by t his optical mewthodl agrees with thle tdc
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value.

Figure 10 shows the volume fraction dependence of the absorptance (1- 1-T) for selected

infrared frequen-ies. T.:ere is an anomalous peak in the measured absorptance near the percolation

threshold. Such absorption has been identified in previous experiments 49 . The peak broadens and

shifts to lower volume fractions with increasing frequency. The CEMT once again provides the best

description of the complete data set.

Robin and Souillard 2 4- 2 5 have developed a model for the ancn-alous absorption in the infrared

properties of granular metal films based on scaling ideas. The absorption is associated with the large

clusters of metal particles that exist near pc. They predict that the width of the region of anomalous

-'l
absorption behaves as 6f-(A/2,ra) , where A is the wavelength, a the particle size, and Ll the

exponent associated with the percolation correlation length 5 . This model correctly predicts the

increase in width with frequency, at least qualitatively.

V. CONCLUSION

We have compared the measured transmittance and reflectance of Pt/A_0 3 films covering a

broad range of composition with the predictions of effective medium theories and the measured optical

properties of the bulk component materials. We conclude that the effective medium approach provides

an good description for our system, which shows a relatively high percolation threshold, if the

theoretical f, is adjusted to the measured value and the effective medium theory has the appropriate

microstructural topology. We conclude that the correlations between particles make an important

contribution to the optical properties in this system. Future work on cermet films should include a

detailed examination of the behavior very close to f, to further test recent theoretical progress based on

scaling theory. Refinements in techniques of sample preparation will be required to precisely control

both the composition and microstructure.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic of self-consistent imbedding of basic unit cells associated with the five effective

medium models. The darkly shaded regions represent metal, the unshaded regions

insulator, and the lightly shaded regions the homogeneous effective medium. The

microscopic topologies are associated with the following models: a) Maxwell-Garnett. b)

Bruggeman, c) Sheng and modified model of Mantese, et al., and d) CEMT.

Figure 2. Frequency and volume fraction dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric

function for a two-component metal-insulator composite predicted by the Maxwell-Garnett

model. The dielectric function of the metal is given by the Drude model with W,= 10,000

cm - 1, (27rcr)-l= 10 cm - 1, and c{=l.0. The insulating component is a perfect dielectric

with fh=2.0.

Figure 3. Frequency and volume fraction dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric

function for a two-component metal-insulator composite predicted by the Bruggeman

model. The dielectric function of the metal is given by the Drude model with wp=10,000

cm- l , (2rcr)-l=l0 cm - 1, and q = 1.0. The insulating component is a perfect dielectric

with fh=2.0.

Figure 4. Frequency and volume fraction dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric

function for a two-component metal-insulator composite predicted by the Sheng model.

The dielectric function of the metal is given by the Drude model with ,;p=10,000 cm- 1,

(27rcr)-=10 cm - l , and cj=1.0. The insulating component is a perfect dielectric with

1h=2.0.
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Figure 5. Frequency and volume fraction dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric

function for a two-component metal-insulator composite predicted by the modified model

of Maritese. et al. The dielectric function of the metal is given by the Drude model with

-'= ,0,000 cm-', (2,rcr)-i =10 cm - 1, and E,=I.0. The insulating component is a perfect

dieh ctric with c =2.0.

Figure 6. Frequency and volume fraction dependence of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric

function for a two-component metal-insulator composite predicted by the CEMT. The

,dielectric function of the metal is given by the Drude model with wp=10,000 cm-,

(2rcr) - 10 cin - . and i-- 1.0. The insulating component is a perfect dielectric with

.h =2. 0.

Figure 7. Comparison of measured transmittance of Pt/A120 3 films with the predictions of effective

medium theories, a) Data. b) CEMT. c) modified model of Mantese, et al. d) Sheng

model. e) Bruggernan model. f) Maxwell-Garnett model. For the calculated spectra the

line types denote volume fractions as follows: ( - ) f=0.23, (....) f=0.33, ( . )

f=0.42, ( ---- ) f=0.50, (---) f=0.58, (- . ... ) f=0.71, and

( ..)f=0.83.

Figure 8. Comparison of measured reflectance of Pt/A120 3 films with the predictions of effective

medium theories, a) Data. b) CEMT. c) modified model of Mantese, et al. d) Sheng

model. e) Bruggeman model. f) Maxwell-Garnett model. For the calculated spectra the

line types denote volume fractions as follows: ( -) f=0.23, (....) f=0.33, (.. )

f=0.,A2, ( ---- ) f=0.50, (---) f=0.58, ( . .. . ... ) f=0.71, and

9f=0.83.
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Figure 9. Comparison of measured low frequency reflectance of Pt/AI2 0 3 films with the predictions of

effective medium theories, a) Data. b) CEMT. c) modified model of Mantese, et al. d)

Sheng model. e) Bruggeman model. f) Maxwell-Garnett model. For the calculated

spectra the line types denote volume fractions as follows: ( -) f=0.23, (.) f=0.33,

(....) f=0.42. (-...) f=0.50, (---) f=0.58, (-......) f=0.71, and

(....-) f=0.83.

Figure 10. Comparison of the Pt volume fraction dependence of the measured absorptance of

Pt/AI2 0 3 films with the predictions of effective medium theories, a) data, b) CEMT, c)

modified model of Mantese. et al., d) Sheng model, e) Bruggeman model, and f) Maxwell-

Garnett model. The line types denote frequencies as follows: ( -) 4,000 cm - 1, (.... )

6,000 cm - 1, (... ) 8,000 cm - 1, (---) 10,000 cm - 1 , (---) 12,000 cm - 1, and

--- -. - ) 14,000 cm - 1.
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